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LAS VEGAS: The automotive future according to
a new electric car maker looks an awful lot like a
Corvette crossed with the Batmobile. California-
based Faraday Future debuted its sleek electric
concept racecar Monday night during the annu-
al CES show that focuses on consumer gadgets
and has increasingly become a way for carmak-
ers to show off their latest technological feats.
The 18-month-old company that has remained
much of a mystery until recently revealing its pri-
mary backer, Chinese billionaire Jia Yueting, won
$335 million worth of incentives from the state
of Nevada last month to build a $1 billion manu-
facturing facility in a hard-hit Las Vegas suburb.

Not even Nevada Gov Brian Sandoval, who
pushed for the incentive package and attended
Monday’s debut, had seen the concept car.
Neither had North Las Vegas Mayor John Lee
although he visited the California headquarters
four months ago and saw “the intelligence build-
ing around the car”. “There was no doubt about it
that that was the exclamation point,” he said,
referring to the negotiations to land the manufac-
turing plant in his city. He was convinced, he said.

Emphasizing the speed at which it will devel-
op and build cars, the company’s Senior Vice
President of Research and Development Nick
Sampson said the company would deliver its
first production car in a couple of years.
Sampson said Faraday had so far hired 750 peo-
ple globally with most at its California headquar-
ters and planned to break ground on its North
Las Vegas plant in a few weeks with plans to hire
4,500 people there. He said his company would
utilize digital design and testing of parts and
modular construction, making it quicker than
competitors.

“You don’t need to have a hundred year lega-
cy in the automotive industry to define what the
next generation of transportation needs to look
and feel like,” Sampson said, taking a stab at tra-
ditional car makers and likening the future of
cars to the debut of the Apple iPhone nine years
ago making several models of cell phones obso-
lete. But Sampson wasn’t saying what the com-
pany would build first for production, how much

it’s spent so far and also wasn’t revealing much
more information about the company’s
investors. The company is still shopping for a
battery supplier, he said.

The presentation included Ding Lei, co-
founder of LETV described as the Netflix of
China, who said afterward that his company
intends to partner with Faraday on research and
development. The road to make a profitable
electric car company hasn’t been easy for one of
the most well-known in the marketplace. Tesla
has only made a quarterly profit once since its
2003 founding. And traditional automakers have
been utilizing modular design and augmented
reality in development for years.

Sampson said the difference is that Faraday
will be designing only electric cars unlike other
car-makers that might have to spend more time
redesigning a model to fit a hybrid engine, V6 or
V8. “We’re developing one core motor technolo-

gy,” Sampson said. The company dubbed
Monday’s debut that included a clear fin running
half the length of the car, a single-line of a smile
for a headlight and a white interior with a seat
inspired by NASA design the FFZero1.

The low-profile waist-high car remained
under a white sheet,  the centerpiece on a white
stage in front of white curtains for most of
Monday’s night’s presentation inside a large tent
packed with people and press waiting for the
reveal. “It’s an extreme tablet on wheels,” said
Richard Kim, Faraday’s head of global design,
saying the concept included the ability to proj-
ect images on the road much like a “digital copi-
lot,” a smart phone dock in the steering wheel,
tunnels below the car to funnel air through and
a designed horizontal crease along the sides of
the car he called the “UFO” line to signal the car
was otherworldly. It’s a “car of concepts,” he said
rather than a concept car. — AP 

Faraday reveals sleek, 
sporty car in Las Vegas
Mystery electric car startup unveils prototype

LAS VEGAS: The Faraday Future FFZERO1 concept vehicle is unveiled at FF’s pre-CES reveal
event on Monday. — AP 

SEOUL: A South Korean university is testing a
sedan that can pick up and transport passengers
without a human driver, giving a glimpse into
the future of autonomous public transport. Seo
Seung-Woo, director of the Intelligent Vehicle IT
Research Center at Seoul National University,
said the university has been testing the driver-
less taxi to transport handicapped students
around campus. The vehicle, called Snuber, has
been navigating the 4,109 sq m campus for the
past six months without any accidents. It works
in conjunction with a hailing app created by the
university.

Companies around the world are betting
that automated driving technology will trans-
form public transportation. In Japan, a company
called Robot Taxi Inc plans to offer a full com-
mercial service in 2020. In Greece, driverless bus-
es called CityMobil2 have been tested in real
traffic. General Motors Co said Monday it is
investing $500 million in ride-hailing company
Lyft Inc and forming a partnership that could
eventually lead to on-demand, self-driving cars.

South Korean companies, however, have
been slow to embrace the self-driving technolo-
gy. The country’s largest carmaker, Hyundai
Motor Co, said it expects to roll out a fully auto-

mated car in 2030. Only this month, Samsung
Electronics created a team to focus on
autonomous driving. On the campus of Seoul
National University, many heads turn as the grey
sedan passes. It has turret on its roof with
devices that scan road conditions. Seo’s team
outfitted the Genesis sedan with a camera, laser
scanners and other sensors.

For now, due to regulations banning
autonomous vehicles on the roads, a driver is
behind the steering wheel and can override the
automation in emergency situations. The car
cannot travel faster than 30 km per hour
because of the speed limit on campus. There are
no full traffic lights but researchers have pro-
grammed Snuber to navigate around other chal-
lenges. The vehicle applies a brake pedal at a red
stop sign and at a pedestrian crosswalk. When
another vehicle stops in the middle of the road,
the automated sedan will scan the other lanes
to detect vehicles traveling from the opposite
direction. If there are no other vehicles, the
Snuber moves into the oncoming lane to pass
the vehicle. However, it is not yet ready for use
outside the relatively controlled campus envi-
ronment. “It will take a huge amount of time
and effort,” said Seo. — AP

SEOUL: A researcher from the Intelligent Vehicle IT Research Center at Seoul National
University shows the smartphone application for the driverless car called Snuber
with a fixture on its roof with devices that scan road conditions at Seoul National
University’s campus yesterday.  — AP 

Driverless taxi in Seoul
offers glimpse of future

SYDNEY: An Australian family home was
gutted when a hoverboard caught fire as it
was charging, officials said yesterday.
Authorities said the hoverboard - a
Christmas gift - was plugged into the wall
in a young girl’s bedroom in Melbourne
when it ignited. The family were able to
escape after a smoke alarm alerted them to

the danger but the house was severely
damaged. Hoverboards - in reality self-bal-
ancing electric scooters - have surged in
popularity and are now selling in Australia
for as little as Aus$200 (US$150).

But concerns have arisen about the haz-
ard they pose for street or sidewalk traffic,
safety issues for riders, and reports that

some poorly designed chargers can lead to
fires. In December the Australian consumer
watchdog said it had two safety concerns
with the products - fires that have occurred
overseas from the faulty design of some
hoverboard chargers and user injuries by
falls. Hollywood star Russell Crowe was
recently blocked from taking a hoverboard

on a Virgin Australia flight, while several
other airlines do not allow them. The girl’s
father, Ash Ibraheim, said he had made
sure the hoverboards he bought three of
his four daughters for Christmas met
Australian standards. “We heard there were
a lot of imported versions that weren’t
complying, so we wanted to make sure we

got the right thing,” he told the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation. He said he was
grateful that the fire, which was sparked
about 10 minutes after the board had been
plugged in to charge, did not start when
the girls were sleeping. “By the time the fire
brigade came the whole house was on fire,”
he said. — AFP 

Hoverboard sparks Australia house fire 

A Zero hand-controlled robotics kit is used on the floor of The CES Unveiled press event on Monday in Las Vegas, ahead of the CES 2016 Consumer Electronics Show. (Centre) The ECO SUBCell rechargeable which uses lithium polymer
technology and can be charged by most USB ports is displayed in a showcase. (Right) A 3D drawing pen from xyzPrinting is displayed. — AP/ AFP photos

LAS VEGAS: Look around. How many computing
devices do you see? Your phone, probably; maybe
a tablet or a laptop. Your car, the TV set, the
microwave, bedside alarm clock, possibly the ther-
mostat, and others you’ve never noticed. Much of
that computing isn’t doing much while segregated
into individual devices. But many of these gadgets
have the potential to get smarter by connecting to
their fellows, which in turn could open the door to
a brave new “Internet of Things.”

To see where that might be taking us, there’s no
better place than the annual gadget extravaganza
formerly known as the Consumer Electronics Show
- and now simply as CES. The show, which starts
today in Las Vegas, is the place for companies large
and small to show off new connected devices.
These range from the seemingly trivial - for
instance, smart umbrellas that message you if you
leave them behind - to the undeniably helpful,
such as navigation devices that display driving
directions onto your windshield so you don’t have
to take your eyes off the road.

And while traditional consumer electronics
such as phones and TVs account for about half of
revenue in US consumer tech, they aren’t growing
as quickly as newer connected devices, according
to the Consumer Technology Association, the
organizer of CES. For instance, smart home
devices, such as cameras, thermostats and locks,
are expected to grow 21 percent to 8.9 million
units in 2016, or $1.2 billion in revenue.

According to the McKinsey Global Institute, a
division of the consulting giant McKinsey & Co,
the value created by connecting the world’s
devices could hit $11 trillion annually by 2025, a
mind-boggling sum that represents over half of
US economic output in a year. Most of the value
comes from industrial uses - like cleaner air from
smarter energy use and fewer factory shut-downs
due to smarter maintenance. But trillions in bene-
fits are expected to come from consumer-bought
products: safer streets because of better-driving
cars, robots that take care of household chores
and health and fitness trackers that let us know
when our bodies need medical attention. “There’s
a big value in avoiding pain and suffering,” says

report co-author Michael Chui.
Of course, people have been making big pro-

jections for the Internet of Things for years, yet
progress remains halting and fragmentary. Major
technology companies can purposefully make it
tougher to interact with other companies’ gadgets
for business reasons. More data can mean less pri-
vacy. In recent years, CES has begun catering
more heavily to startups hoping to break through
the noise. The sprawling show has sections for
wearable fitness gadgets, drones, autonomous
vehicles, education, virtual reality, video games,
robots, 3-D printers and smart homes.

That’s largely a reaction to the fact that many
of technology’s biggest names have been no-
shows for some time. Apple Inc has skipped the
show since the 1990s, and Microsoft Corp’s then-
CEO Steve Ballmer gave the company’s last CES
keynote in 2012. Google parent Alphabet Inc and
Amazon.com Inc hold their own events to release
products. And the Consumer Technology

Association that runs CES is aiming for attendance
this year at or below last year’s record 176,000.

Maturity 
Shawn DuBravac, the CTA’s chief economist,

argues the show’s maturity is a good thing, its
focus transforming over the last two decades
from what was “technologically possible” to
what’s “technologically meaningful”. It’s no longer
about a robot that can walk up steps. It’s about
robots that actually mow your lawn. It’s worth
bearing in mind that CES is first and foremost a
venue for promoting the tech industry - at least
the non-Google/Apple/Amazon/Microsoft part of
it. Sometimes the promotion falls flat; 3-D screen
technology unveiled at CES in 2010 went from
the next big thing to a mostly unused feature.
Netbooks introduced in 2009 took a backseat to
the iPad released a year later. And concepts such
as the smart home have taken a really long time
to materialize.

For all we know, the Internet of Things could
be next on that list. Last summer, two researchers
described how they hacked into and took control
of a Jeep Cherokee via its cellular connection to
the Internet. Cybersecurity firm Rapid7 gave a
failing grade to eight of nine popular baby moni-
tors for simple and obvious weaknesses like fail-
ing to encrypt Internet-streamed video to pre-
vent eavesdropping or using unchangeable pass-
words that malicious types could easily find
online. Such issues point to a deeper problem:
Many would-be connected devices max out their
capabilities doing one thing well, leaving little
headroom for security protection that wasn’t ever
necessary in an unconnected world. Such gadg-
ets could offer hackers an easy route into home
or work computers. The fact that many such
devices are produced by startups, often crowd-
funded and on shoestring budgets, means securi-
ty is often an afterthought. And the more devices
there are, the bigger the potential problem.

“With the Internet of Things, we really have to

think in terms of scale,” says Rapid7 senior securi-
ty consultant Mark Stanislav. Another cautionary
note: Regulators are tapping the brakes on entire
industries that are getting lavish attention at CES.
In December, California’s Department of Motor
Vehicles released restrictive draft rules for self-dri-
ving cars. They would require licensed human
drivers to be ready to take the wheel. Google,
which has already a prototype autonomous car
that lacks a steering wheel, decried the decision,
saying such handoffs could create more prob-
lems than they solve. Such regulations could also
crimp the utility of self-parking cars that can act
like robotic valets.

Similarly, new drone rules from the Federal
Aviation Administration require approval for
commercial use and a $5 registration fee for hob-
byists. A report released in December by Bard
College’s Center for the Study of the Drone said
there were 241 reports to the FAA of near-colli-
sions between drones and manned aircraft from
Dec 2013 to Sept 2015. —AP

Smart-tech future beckons from CES gadget show

Slow Control’s Yum & Done, the first smart spoon and a cuddly toy to help make kids eat
their vegetables, is displayed. A button on the Bluetooth-enabled spoon activates an app
on a smartphone or tablet that is covered by a cuddly toy to keep a child’s attention while
being fed from the spoon. 

Francesca Dubsky displays the bottom side of the Hairmax LaserBand 82. The $795 unit,
designed by Pinin Farina, uses 90-second treatments of red laser light at 655 nanometers to
grow hair by increasing blood flow to the scalp and stimulating hair follicles.


